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Project Issue: “Meningitis Awareness,” is an avenue to educate both teenagers
and adults on the significance of this illness. After our community lost a young woman in
January, due to a rare case of viral meningitis, we decided that Meningitis needed to be
better understood in our area.
Goals, Accomplishments, Effectiveness, & Impact: Our goal is to inform the local
population of the types of Meningitis, how it’s contracted, the signs and symptoms,
treatment, prevention, and the most adequate way to take care of yourself if you do
become sick.
In our society, social media is the easiest way to get information out to people
quickly, so we created a Facebook page called “Meningitis Awareness 2020”. On this
Facebook page, we created and shared a 25-minute video which explained the
significance of Meningitis. The video included some very informative material, pictures,
power point slides, voice over recordings, and video footage of people from our local
community telling their personal experiences with Meningitis. In two weeks, we were
able to share the video with over 4,000 people, just online.
The color burgundy symbolizes awareness for Meningitis. On Wednesday,
February 26, we set up a table at our school with burgundy ribbons to pass out to the
students and faculty of our technology center and we distributed 250 ribbons. We also
were able to have our Meningitis video playing on loop all day for those in our facility to
watch as they passed through the halls. We spoke to many students and faculty
members and answered any questions they asked.
On Thursday, February 27, we had the opportunity to present to a local high
school and to three classes at our technology center. We shared our video and spoke to
the students about Meningitis. On that day, we were able to speak to 115 students and
faculty. Our focus, to this younger group, was to emphasize the importance of not
sharing drinks with others, the use of hand sanitizer and hand washing. Also, with
vaping so popular, especially this age group, we reiterated how important it is not to use
another person’s vape device as well as discouraged vaping entirely.
With our awareness project, we were able to bring the community together and
have a positive impact on those around us. We believe our awareness campaign was
very effective and in total, we were able to impact over 5,000 people in a short amount
of time, mostly through social media. We were hoping that this project would bring the
community together, but we did not understand how much of an impact it made until we
were recognized in a restaurant in our community as being the “Meningitis girls.” The
girl stated that she had seen our Facebook page and had watched our video and
thought that it was very informative and shared it with her friends. We are thankful to
have had the opportunity to make this awareness project more than just a competition
and make a personal impact on so many in our community, including us.
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